The Carmichael Trailblazer

An Interview with Dee Rouse Huth, Founder of California Institute of Jewelry Training
Q: What have been the biggest recent changes in your industry?
A: It actually is surprising to me that I
ever would spend this many years in my
profession as our graduates have done
very well. The population has been driving
towards self employment and self creativity. A lot of people want to work in a position where they can use their creativity
and passion. The fact is that many jewelers
are completely happy with the position of
being a jewelry repair person while others
want to do their own thing as an independent designer; many of my students have
done just that. Todd is one of the finest; he
works downtown while Michael and David
are doing custom work for many local jewelers as well. There are still many that want
to work in a jewelry store and earn more
experience before setting out on their own.

top of his roof. He talked about his experience here and his new career. He left a
career with UPS while in his mid 40’s and
thanked our instructors and staff that run
this amazing school (CIJT). Ronnie attended the course for 22 weeks, the equivalent
of three sessions of six weeks; his work is
outstanding and he has three interviews in
Reno next month.

Q: Have a lot of your students been
able to secure careers in the jewelry industry upon graduation?
A: Oh yes. Some go on find themselves
a studio of their own or open their own
jewelry store. Some students in town now
own their own jewelry stores. One here in
Dee Rouse Huth, Founder of CIJT.
Carmichael was owned by Mr. Bradshaw,
who has since deceased. Our students hold
positions in Rogers, Jared’s, Grebetus, Adams, Shane Co.
as well as Ropers in Auburn. Our current instructors over
Q: What kind of feedback are you getting from your
the past years have graduated from CIJT and our current
students?
instructor graduated from here 35 years ago. He’s had an
A: Our students love us! We recently got a fabulous
inspiring career as a custom design jeweler and wanted to
review this week from one student. He said, “I’m on top
share some of his knowledge.
of the world”, and there’s a picture with him standing on
Q: How have people learned about CIJT?
A: We’ve been very low-key regarding advertising. For
awhile, we didn’t even have a sign on our building. We were
not eager to encourage visitors unless they had professional
business with us. We had no time to spend working and
interrupting our day’s work, which was 4.5 days per week
with weekends, in class time and often in the evenings with
weekends and holidays as our only free time.
Q: What do you think makes CIJT’s educational experience so rewarding, impactful and unique?
A: The length of training of the Jewelry Arts program. It
is a series of four sessions of intensive training. Each session
is a stand-alone course of six weeks, where our students can
obtain gainful employment in the industry in some areas.
To go further (which most students do), we offer advanced
courses include soldering, fabricating, stone settings, advanced setting, design, CAD (Computer Aided Design), and
other electives if they wish. They are all in short sessions
with up to six weeks. The same goes for gemology and
appraisal.
When our students complete these sessions, they have
a very good grasp of reality and what it takes to work as
a professional. We are known for the quality work of our
students, along with our length of time we’ve been in business. We have been a full time business with no closing in
37 years and a track record that is proven with each student. We definitely do not, at any time, tell our students
that they know it all because they don’t; they have the beginnings of a fine journeyman goldsmith. It does take some
time to become an accomplished goldsmith and it is no
different than any other profession; fine skills take practice.
We have never closed our doors during a business week and
remain open fifty two weeks per year.
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Q: How does the future look for
those who want to enjoy a career in
jewelry making?
A: It’s never been brighter! A lot of
kids right now want to create art with
jewelry. Not long ago; many parents
did not consider an education in the
jewelry business. Now kids go to jewelry making school, art, music and drama
schools because they have a passion
for it and we do well with developing
their passions by helping them excel
in a career or avocation that was once
considered frivolous. Today, that’s just
not true.

A: Yes, I assisted opening schools
in Santa Barbara and Pasadena. We
then opened a full and operating 5,000
square foot school in Mumbai, India in
2004; it is a beautiful school and continues to be one of India’s best. They
operated using CIJT curriculum, including Jewelry Arts, Jewelry Sales and Management, Gem Identification and CIJT
training of instructors. I went to India
for six weeks and stayed until it was
finished. I got it all set up and trained
Jewelry making workshops are available
all the teachers. It was one of the most
at CIJT.
adventurous times of my life because I
went to India by myself, knew no one
there, was relatively fearless and never looked back. It was a
wonderful experience. I went anywhere I wanted to go and
Q: CIJT also offers workshops for people that ensaw all the amazing sites, with the aid of cabs and drivers.
joy jewelry making as a hobby along with a full service
And the best part was that I went every year for four years
jewelry store. Can you tell us about those two aspects
and the school was and continues to be an excellent avenue
of your business?
for continuing education for the Indian economy.
A: Yes, the jewelry we carry has been created by our
students and employees. We offer workshops for everyone
Q: Do you have any other daring adventures or
that loves to make jewelry, from weekend hobby enthusichallenges you’re willing to share with us?
asts to career oriented individuals. Many take additional
A: Still thinking on that one, for sure, I never stop planclasses and often begin to look at jewelry making as a caning.
reer. There are many with different professions who take
gemology for a varied list of reasons and jewelry appraisal
Editor’s notes: For more information about CIJT,
as well.
visit their new location at 4854 San Juan Ave. in Fair
Oaks. Their phone number is (916) 967-2211 and their
Q: Have you ever embarked on any other daring
website is www.jewelrytraining.com.
adventures outside of Carmichael?
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